
Fr. Perozich comments — 
 The definition of hell for me is “meetings”.  I have served on the 
presbyteral council in San Diego, convened parish councils, finance councils, 
sat in on convocations and other days of mandatory priest gatherings, 
deanery meetings, condo association board, board of directors of other 
organizations. 
 The meeting process begins for the astute well before the scheduled 
meetings begin.  I know that personally as my condo association met before 
the vote to throw out 8 of the 9 directors one year because of their poor 
leadership. 
 Those organized pre meet, pre plan, pre direct, organize votes for their 
agenda.  Those who do not meet to do so for their own agenda are helpless at 
the time of the meeting as the organizers present their “facts” and proposals 
for a vote, already knowing who will say what they wish to be said as well as 
who will vote for their proposals. 
 When the synods were being called in dioceses, I encouraged 
participation in order that the people with more traditional ideas get their 
ideas out to the group and in the record. 
 In spite of this, I believe that organizers either had a document pre 
written or cherry picked the very ideas they wished to be highlighted in the 
final document,  even if it were a small minority view, so that they could 
promote their agenda to the larger group. 
 Having been told that my teachings were not Catholic by a cardinal 
who says that more babies died from climate change than from abortion, 
h t t p : / / r i c h a r d p e r o z i c h . c o m / w p - c o n t e n t / u p l o a d s /
2016/10/346150BUL161030.pdf  I continue to hear from synod organizers the 
unbiblical themes of climate, race, sexual identity and practice, equity, 
diversity, equality, women’s rights, and on, NOTHING that is in the divine 
revelation which ended with Jesus Christ and cannot be amended by an 
appeal to the Holy Spirit, rather only taught clearly and unambiguously from 
the pope down to the lay faithful. 
 In homilies I encourage the faithful to go to Jesus in the Bible and to the 
current catechism before it gets a makeover into a new source under a false 
pretense that the novelties in the church might be the Holy Spirit, who only 
teaches what Jesus received from the Father, John 14:26 26 The Advocate, the 
holy Spirit that the Father will send in my name—he will teach you 
everything and remind you of all that [I] told you. 
 If another gospel is preached of virus/vax, climate, race, equity, sexual 
identity and practice, female clergy, immigration, socialism, I tune out the 
speaker.  He opines, rather than teaches Jesus’ revelation.   

http://richardperozich.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/346150BUL161030.pdf
http://richardperozich.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/346150BUL161030.pdf


 If this occurs at Mass and is too irritating, consider it a “bad half time 
show” and go to the bathroom until it is over; then return for the Eucharist 
which is essential for salvation. 
 And remember regarding bad homilies, the collection follows the 
homily, so give prudently as well as to other appeals of those in the church 
according to the truth of Jesus, not the spirit of the age. 
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 Many people have been puzzled by the Synod on Synodality 
– the “walking together” that seems to have some figures in the 
Vatican (and their immediate allies) highly enthused, but almost 
no one else. Even many of the Cardinals assembled from every 
continent in consistory a month ago at the Vatican were still 
asking what “synodality” means, after over a year of “national 
level” consultations.  We may now have some answers in remarks 
by two, very different, Cardinals. 
 Cardinal Mario Grech – secretary general of the Synod of 
Bishops – recently explained to the Church’s Leadership 
Roundtable [1] that when it comes to controversies such as 
divorced and remarried Catholics being given Communion or 
same-sex couples receiving a blessing: 
 What has the Church to fear if these two groups within the 
faithful are given the opportunity to express their intimate sense 
of spiritual realities which they experience? Might this be an 
opportunity for the Church, to listen to the Holy Spirit, speaking 
through them also. 

https://www.ncronline.org/news/vatican/head-vatican-synod-office-let-us-trust-our-people?fbclid=IwAR3IId6wrUdI26PXt5qgxxMifURzQECh4Z0P1tyPSoHB9yIHTB0cvSZR8Ww
https://www.ncronline.org/news/vatican/head-vatican-synod-office-let-us-trust-our-people?fbclid=IwAR3IId6wrUdI26PXt5qgxxMifURzQECh4Z0P1tyPSoHB9yIHTB0cvSZR8Ww


 He has also said that, whether Latin Mass goers or LGBTQ+,  
“everybody should be listened to” and “nobody is excluded.” 
 Of course, as this attempt at looking fair and balanced makes 
clear, everybody is not really being “listened” to. 
Catholics who attend the Traditional Latin Mass – and 
are actually faithful – have been roughly treated, some 
might argue excluded. LGBTQ+ “Catholics,” meanwhile, 
have been treated with kid gloves, and – to be (unbrutally) 
frank – can only by an abuse of terms be deemed “faithful.” 
 The Cardinal has, further, put himself in a perilous position. 
It’s only prudent to be very cautious about even 
suggesting that the Holy Spirit may be “speaking” – 
especially when He suddenly seems to have reversed course. That 
maybe He didn’t mean what He actually said way back at 
the beginning about “male and female He created them.” 
(Earlier this year, Cardinal Jean-Claude Hollerich, appointed by 
Pope Francis to be the Relator General for the Synod on 
Synodality, has said about the Church’s teaching on 
homosexuality [2], “I think it’s about time we did a fundamental 
revision of the doctrine here.”) 
 It bears repeating that if the whole Jewish-Christian 
tradition was mistaken about one of the earliest Biblical 
statements of what we human beings are – prominent 
figures such as Fr. James Martin S.J. have raised that 
possibility – almost everything is then up for grabs, 
including whether God has spoken in Scripture and 
Tradition. Sadly, as a result, it’s even led many these days, who 
find their identities in sexuality, to wonder whether He even 
exists. 
 So it was quite heartening that Cardinal Gerhard Mueller, 
former Prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith – 
the Vatican’s doctrinal office – warned last week of a “hostile 
takeover” now going on within the Church Herself, 
which must be resisted. (You can watch the Cardinal’s 

https://www.newwaysministry.org/2022/02/04/leading-cardinal-in-synod-seeks-change-in-church-teachings-on-homosexuality/
https://www.newwaysministry.org/2022/02/04/leading-cardinal-in-synod-seeks-change-in-church-teachings-on-homosexuality/
https://www.newwaysministry.org/2022/02/04/leading-cardinal-in-synod-seeks-change-in-church-teachings-on-homosexuality/


interview with Raymond Arroyo on EWTN’s “The World Over” 
and my own comments on his remarks in the same episode by 
clicking here [3]. There’s also a rough transcript at the National 
Catholic Register – here [4].) 
 Cardinal Mueller is a weighty theologian and unlike 
many – inside and outside the Faith – who would like to 
let contemporary obsessions reshape the Church, he 
insists that the “listening” that must always first take 
place is to God, especially as he has revealed Himself in 
Jesus Christ. 
 By contrast, he said, the approach that Cardinal Grech and 
others take presents a pattern familiar from Church history: 
 That is a hermeneutic [way of interpretation] of the 
old cultural Protestantism; and. . .modernism: That is, 
the individual experience, as the same level as objective 
revelation of God. And God is only a wall to you, [on] which 
you can project your [own] ideas, and to make certain populism in 
the Church. . . .But it is obvious that is absolutely against 
the Catholic doctrine. We have Revelation of God in 
Jesus Christ. And it is definitely closed and finished in 
Jesus Christ. . . .This is absolutely clear: that Jesus has spoken 
about the indissolubility of matrimony. And how is it possible 
that Cardinal Grech is more intelligent than Jesus 
Christ, where he takes his authority to relativize, to 
subvert [what is] of God? 
 This is the whole crux of the matter, and not only for 
Cardinal Grech. The synodal “listening” is presented as a 
pastoral approach to “accompanying” the “faithful.” But 
as we know from recent history in secular contexts, all 
this is really a prelude to surrender. Dissidents don’t feel 
“heard,” nor do they moderate, through “dialogue.” As 
has been proven over and over, it only emboldens them. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JjzABvFI-00&t=19s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JjzABvFI-00&t=19s
https://www.ncregister.com/interview/cardinal-mueller-on-synod-on-synodality-a-hostile-takeover-of-the-church-of-jesus-christ-we-must-resist


 In the interview, Raymond Arroyo put a direct and difficult 
question to the Cardinal: Why do you believe the pope is 
allowing this? 
 I cannot understand it. I must say it openly, because 
the definition of the pope is, and [based in] the Vatican 
Council and also the history of Catholic theology, he has 
to guarantee the truth of the Gospel and the unity of all 
the bishops, and in the Church, in the revealed truth. 
 Popes also, of course, have to consider things that are 
happening at any given moment in the world. But the Cardinal’s 
response expresses the core understanding – in simple and 
concrete terms – of what our theology and Vatican II itself have 
defined as the pope’s role. 
 By contrast, we have Cardinal Grech – a canon lawyer, not a 
theologian – delivering this rodomontade, “A correct reception of 
the council’s ecclesiology is activating such fruitful processes as to 
open up scenarios that not even the council had imagined, and in 
which the actions of the Spirit that guides the church is made 
manifest.” 
 But what’s to fear? 
 It’s not hard for us, almost sixty years after the 
Council, to imagine where “activating” these “scenarios” 
and “fruitful processes” will lead. 
 Cardinal Mueller deserves the final word about what the 
leaders of the “synodal process” have created, “They have the 
intention to substitute their own subjective ideas, against a 
revealed reality of Jesus Christ. . .the [path to the] destruction of 
the Catholic Church.” 
 Cardinal Gerhard Mueller and Raymond Arroyo 
  


